E NAUGHTY NAUGHTY MAI NEI
D7/4 G7/4 C/A D7/4 G7/4 C/A
C/A D7/4 G7/4 C/A
WHEN YOU MAKE WITH THE HULA, YOU ARE SO HAPPY AND GAY
D7/4 G7/4
YOU DO A SLOW 'AMI'AMI

CHORUS: C/A
E NAUGHTY NAUGHTY MAI NEI, 'EA 'EA
G7/4 C/A
E NAUGHTY NAUGHTY MAI NEI
C/A D7/4 G7/4 C/A
YOUR SMILE IS SO FULL OF MISCHIEF, WHY DO YOU DO ME THIS WAY
D7/4 G7/4
YOU'RE DRIVING MY POOR HEART CRAZY

CHORUS
C/A D7/4 G7/4 C/A
WHEN YOU MOVE SO ENTICING, YOUR LOVELY EYES SEEM TO SAY
G7/4
ALOHA DEAR HOW'S ABOUT IT

CHORUS
C/A D7/4 G7/4 C/A
YOUR HAIR IS LONG AND IT RIPPLE, LIKE THE MOON ON THE BAY
G7/4
WITH EVERY 'AMI YOU BECKON

CHORUS
C/A D7/4 G7/4 C/A
YOU DON'T KISS 'CAUSE YOU LOVE ME, NOR WHEN YOU GIVE ME YOU LEI
G7/4
YOU'RE UP TO SOMETHING, I THINK SO

CHORUS
C/A D7/4 G7/4 C/A
HA'INA SHOULD BE THE ENDING, OF EVERY SONG THAT THEY PLAY
G7/4
BUT WITH YOU IT'S THE BEGINNING

CHORUS